
	
Panel	Presentation	
	
HOMES	ON	THE	RANGE:	COLLABORATING	ACROSS	CLASSROOMS	AND	DISCIPLINES	
THROUGH	LITERATURE	OF	THE	GREAT	PLAINS.	
	
Bios:	Markus	(How	“The	Butcher	Bird	Finds	Her	Voice”	2018)	(Steve’s	most	recent	book	of	
poetry,	Driving	at	Twilight,	came	out	this	year….)	
	
ABSTRACT	
What	does	it	take	to	make	a	home	on	the	range?		We	will	explore	how	western	literature	
enlivens	the	discussion	across	campus	about	our	frontier	and	remote	region,	from	
historical	(re)settlement,	to	living	in	a	sustainable	Great	Plains,	to	the	role	of	government	
and	public	lands	in	our	region—and	the	overriding	issue	of	climate	change.	Literature	finds	
many	unexpected	“homes”	across	campus:	a	freshman	inquiry	course	is	co-taught	with	a	
Wildlife/Rangeland	ecologist.	A	novelist	and	a	poet	contribute	to	a	class	in	Western	Lit.	A	
first-year	writing	course	takes	on	ecology	and	culminates	in	a	field	trip	to	Mount	
Rushmore.		
	
Presentation	#1	“At	Home	in	the	Remote:	Settlement	and	Sustainability	in	First	Year	Inquiry,	
Ecocomposition	&	Western	Literature”	
	
Presentation	#2	“Searching	for	Home	in	the	Warming	West:	A	Creative	Writing	Collaboration	
in	the	Literature	Classroom”	
Markus	Jones,	Assistant	Professor,		
	
Presentation	#3	“Finding	a	Home	in	the	West:	Building	a	Creative	Writing	Program	at	a	
Frontier	and	Remote	College	Campus”		
Steven	Coughlin,	Associate	Professor,		
English	and	Humanities,	Chadron	State	College	
	
	

1. Open “outside yourself” blog page (our former department site). 
https://outsideyourself.wordpress.com 

 
2. From the Blog I discuss the basic premise of our “Frontier and Remote” approach to 

things, and since the Story Catcher Workshop is on this same site, I will briefly mention 
it (I will try to have an updated “save the date” page for that as well). 

a. http://catalog.csc.edu/undergraduate/history/history.pdf 
b. Role and Mission?   (What is our purpose in our region? Whom do we serve? 

How best?) http://www.csc.edu/modules/news/public_news/view/12113 
c. Demographic and Geographic realities: it is a challenge to recruit and retain 

students…  
 

i. FYI Home on the Range 
1. Inquiry Guided: Chickens.  

a. REAKTION BOOKS: 
http://www.reaktionbooks.co.uk/results.asp?SF1=series_exact&ST1=A
NIMAL&DS=ANIMAL&SORT=sort_title 

b. https://twitter.com/outsideyourself/status/912894759227854849 
c. https://twitter.com/outsideyourself/status/913124409291964417 



2. This last year Jeff Lockwood Locust.  
a. https://www.jeffreylockwoodauthor.com/ 
b. https://twitter.com/english_csc/status/1124159938530562048 
c. https://twitter.com/english_csc/status/1101531147929088000 

 
ii. Ecocomposition (new in Spring 2019) 

1. Explain 136 topics 
2. Field Trip with Mary Clai’s Class (Monuments, Memorials and Markers) 

a. Sakai: Assignment outline 
i. LessonsProject #3 Final Project  Sample Papers and Documents 

Black Hills/Mount Rushmore Samples 
ii. 04/11 Online Class Meeting 

b. https://twitter.com/MaryClaiJones1/status/1118200280984772609 
c. https://twitter.com/MaryClaiJones1/status/1118257429630865409 
d. https://twitter.com/english_csc/status/1118200975662178304 
e. https://twitter.com/english_csc/status/1118196258680840192 

 
iii. CAP (see flyer) 

1. Ken Ilgunas https://twitter.com/english_csc/status/1108617246304292864 
 

iv. Right now ENG 344 Lit of the Environment (see flyer) 
 

3. ENG 341 from this last semester 
a. At home in the remote 
b. Regional emphasis 
c. Markus: write a story challenge: 

  
4. MARKUS: can then share the story he wrote, reading some portions of it and explaining 

how it relates to the class theme. 
 
Dear Literature of the West Students: as I mentioned in class today, Markus Jones has agreed to 
write a Western "story to order" for us. I told him we would assemble some basic ideas or themes for 
his story to take on--he will then write it, and we will discuss it (and the process of creating stories 
about the West) when he meets with us on March 25.  

On your next set of challenge questions (for Wednesday) please take some time to add one 
additional item at the bottom--areas that you would like Mr. Jones to address in his story for our 
class. Here are some possible ideas: 

1. Specific themes 
2. Specific images 
3. Character types 
4. Specific settings 

We will leave the plot and story up to him, but will present him with some possible elements to fold 
into the narrative. Write down what ever strikes you as compelling or appropriate for what we have 
been exploring this semester. 

Dr. Evertson 

PS: here is some inspiration for how this could work: 

 



As you read "To the Thirsty I Give the Spring of Water" for Monday, remember your original "order" 
for the author. Watch for the themes and ideas you proposed: 

 

 

 

•Theme or tone of abandonment. Can be positive or negative 
•Dirty white Chevrolet, Broad-brimmed cowboy hat, leather cross hanging from 
the rearview mirror 
•Cowboy who tries to sell cars (failing business person with a West background). 
Goes to Big metropolitan area. Specific images of the west as he contemplates 
his failure. Cold blizzard when he finally returns home. Home isn’t always as we 
remember it. Satire of glorifying failure while laughing at both rural and urban 
living. 
•Maybe if you could add in a marriage that is more of a partnership, then a one 
way street between the two. A lot of the stories that we’ve been reading depict 
men as womanizers and it drives me crazy. (The stories are written by women). 
•Image of cowboy boots. They should be distressed and dusty with a hole in the 
toe and blood on the heels.  
•It should be placed in Chadron. Someone who’s ready to get out.  
•I love scenes with gossipy old farmers who meet every day at the same 
restaurant. They talk about the old days and old friends. 
•Theme of being suffocated by wide open land 
•Dark undertones/humor combined with pleasant settings 
•How do small, rural towns stay alive. Will “The West” ever become just “ghost 
towns”? 
•Set or include a GHOST TOWN (historical setting or modern. 
•Magical Realism 
 
 
 

5. STEVE: We can then discuss the student reaction to the piece. I think that I copied the 
student challenge questions and all of that, so I can share a bit about that. 

 
 
 
Given our recent “vision” thing about “find your story,” I think Natalie is a good example. I 
think she is a writing minor—but I first met her in FYI 169AA Home on the Range, and I think 
her major is Rangeland. She is really getting into this writing stuff. She asked for advanced 
information about story catcher… 
 



So… I think we truly are helping this students find their stories—and we are on the right track to 
target folks outside of traditional English classes. 
 
matt 
 
 
Small Town Remedies  

  
“Only churches are kept up.”  ~ Richard Hugo 

  
People cling to desperate ideas, 

When hardships persist.  

Its human nature.  

That is why bars and churches  

Strive through recessions and chronically bad markets.  

  
Only churches are kept up.  

Where else are weary eyed farmers 

to pray for a single drop of refreshing rain?  

Where would scuffed boot ranchers  

Pray and negotiate the cattle market?  

  
In the battered bars?  

Where smoke chokes out any hope?  

Any soul clinging to hope  

Would choose the sanctuary  

Where red light gleams on sunken faces  

A crystallized reminder of the Savior’s blood.  

  
In towns that keep up churches,  

It is salvation by bitter wine  

Or destruction by warming whiskey. 

Neon lights and  hangovers, 

Or stained glass and bowed heads.  

  
Have you seen a church with its steeple crumbling?  

White paint once like the dove’s wings, 

Chipped and scattered like broken dreams.  

But it is the fields next to the unkept churches  

That is a haunting sight.  



  
The fields is a maze of weeds,  

Mare’s tail and musk thistles.  

Weeds with veiny arms and twisted leaves 

Weeds with flash pink flowers and hidden thorns.  

Prairie gasses turn to dust in your palm.  

The leaves reflect that dying color.  

  
Desperate ideas don’t seem so desperate,  

Clouded with liquor -be it Wine or whiskey.  

No one is sober enough to care if the bar is clean  

And if a church is nice and neat  

Then maybe your life can be too. 
 
 
 
	
	
	
	
		


